
Make some room in the Bunker, there’s a new nerd in town! ...

Vin Diesel?

By staff writer: Ryan McDonald

That’s right! According to GQ Magazine, the body-building, lady-killing, action star of xXx is a

self-confessed “Dungeons and Dragons aficionado.” From what I’ve seen of Vin Diesel, I wasn’t even

sure he knew what the word aficionado meant, nonetheless claim himself as one. In a world where

The Lord Of The Rings is in everyone’s DVD collection and more people are addicted to World of

WarCraft than meth, it’s inevitable that there will be an increase in the amount of people who claim to

game.

So, according to the GQ article, Vin Diesel claims he is, in fact, a gamer. I wanted to find out how

much of a nerd he truly was, so I began my research.

You first have to understand how huge a following he has on the internet. There are more websites

dedicated to him and his bulging biceps than to Pokemon or UFOs. This gave me a lot of information

about our man Vin, and a lot of ammo for this article.

It turns out that Vin Diesel is a true gamer after all

and not just a wanna-be. He is a game geek. A dweeb.

A nerd and a big one at that. So big a nerd that the

tattoo of the name “Melkor ” on his stomach isn’t in

tribute to the Dark God from LOTR, but for his

favorite Dungeons & Dragons character. He was seen

recently at a Wizard’s of the Coast shop in the

Beverly Center mall, Los Angeles purchasing around

$800 worth of D&D materials. He chatted up the

local clientele, asking about campaigns, and

discussing the cultural issues related to half-orc

player characters in the 3rd Edition. What was the

$800 in books for? Contributions for the Orphans

Without Dice Fund? Boosting the economy single-

handedly? Nope: research. “Research for one of my

secret projects,” he claimed. A project so large he

brought his “childhood friend and Dungeon Master”

Marcus Abularach from New York out to help him

write it.

Vin’s relationship with gaming goes way back. At

age 12, Vin (then known as Mark Vincent) became

involved in a Sunday night game of D&D organized

by a friend’s mother. “He became heavily involved in

the game and was still, 20 years later, when role-playing had become his career as well as his hobby.”
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He admits to still using that role-playing ethos in his approach to acting today. “I’ve used that part of

me, which was a huge fan of [D&D] as a child, in the storytelling aspect of movie making”. Although

he was a card-carrying gamer, Vin insists that he “wasn’t a nerd. I played with creative people. I

played with potheads. There was always a bottle of whiskey on the table. One guy was a cop, and it

was my night off from bouncing at The Tunnel.”

Within the endless hours of scouring teen-girl’s websites devoted to what they’d do to Vin’s “sexy

bald head”, I finally hit paydirt in a log of his MSN chat for xXx. You know you’re on to something

good when the usernames of the people asking the questions change from "SuziQ420" to "Grimnirr".

Grimnirr asks: I have heard that you have an interest in role-playing games. Do you still

play, and if so, how does role-playing compare with acting?

Vin: We would get to a point, after about two hours, where we’d all start to assume our

roles and talk like the characters we were playing. It was great because it kept me out of

drugs and being reckless, like a kid can become. It was a great hobby that was thought

provoking. If you play a pure sense of D&D, you are playing strategies. That’s the

role-playing game I’ve played the most and been a strong advocate for.

SuzieQ420 asks: If you could have any superpower, what would it be?

Vin: Probably the power to heal. I think I have the other superpowers covered. [Ed. Note:

(*Puke!*)]

Aside from the perpetual drool-fest from the pre-teen girls, there was a lot of buzz about Vin’s newest

project; Pitch Black 2: The Chronicles of Riddick. Living in Los Angeles has allowed me to watch in

horror as movies get hyped beyond what I thought possible, (“Black Knight is the funniest movie of

the year! Two thumbs way up!”) but PR is stretching it to the limits with Pitch Black 2. According to

Vin, they are trying to make the sequel “kind of like they did The Terminator; how the first film was

low-budget, but the sequel was explosive!” According to another site, the backers are “optimistic

about the idea that this franchise could be a dark Star Wars trilogy.”

I like when PR just lumps a bunch of movies they liked together and says: Yeah ... Ours is gonna be

like that! Actual quote: "We think of Pitch Black like Mad Max was to Road Warrior, or The Hobbit

was to Lord of the Rings." So they’re saying that the next Pitch Black movie will be SO good that it

will make the first look like a washed-out cartoon from the 70s with crappy folk music and bad

animation? That should be difficult seeing as how the original Pitch Black was a strong movie in its

own right. Vin delved deep within himself to find Riddick, as he will be the first to tell you: “We tried

to incorporate as much character that is entertaining as has subliminal messages, if you dig deep

enough.” I guess I wasn’t in the correct state within myself when I watched Pitch Black, because I just

thought it was a crappy horror flick. How shallow can I be?

So what’s next for our brother-in-dice after PB2 ? What else, but... a musical! Vin told Australia’s

Herald Sun that he’s set his sights on the lead role opposite none other than Nicole Kidman in the

remake of the 1955 classic, Guys and Dolls. Vin again: “Guys and Fu**ing Dolls. With Nicole

Kidman. Wouldn’t you go see it? Why shouldn’t we do a musical?”
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